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Abstract: Ground based high-contrast imaging (e.g. extrasolar giant
planet detection) has demanding wavefront control requirements two orders
of magnitude more precise than standard adaptive optics systems. We
demonstrate that these requirements can be achieved with a 1024-Micro-
Electrical-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) deformable mirrorhaving an
actuator spacing of 340µm and a stroke of approximately 1µm, over
an active aperture 27 actuators across. We have flattened themirror to a
residual wavefront error of 0.54 nm rms within the range of controllable
spatial frequencies. Individual contributors to final wavefront quality, such
as voltage response and uniformity, have been identified andcharacterized.
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1. Introduction

The detection of over 150 extrasolar planets [1] has placed planetary science at the forefront of
astronomy. Most of these detections were made with radial velocity techniques, which measure
the doppler shift of the parent star produced by the gravitational pull of a planet. These tech-
niques only probe about 15% of the orbital parameter space ofour solar system [2] meaning
that planets of the size and position of our own solar system are largely unobserved by current
research. Imaging extrasolar planets would open a large complimentary region to radial velocity
techniques and a survey of this kind would provide valuable information about the distribution
of planets in a ‘typical’ system. Imaging can also provide additional information about plan-
ets. For example, spectroscopic data could be used to investigate the material composition of
exoplanets. Several observatories including the Gemini Observatory and the Very Large Tele-
scope have recognized extrasolar planet imaging as a key science goal and funded ground-based
planet imagers to meet that need. These ground based systemswill require a specialized form of
adaptive optics (AO) known as Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO) to achieve the high-contrast
images needed to image extrasolar planets. The work presented here was undertaken in support
of the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI).

Ground based extrasolar planet imagers will look for young Jupiter-like planets that are still
glowing with the heat of formation. This type of imaging willrequire contrasts of between
10−6 and 10−7 [3], making these instruments technically challenging. Stringent requirements
for the number of actuators, precision of flattening and frame rate make deformable mirror
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(DM) technology a particular risk area. GPI will require approximately 2000 actuators [4], for
a clear aperture of 44 actuators across. Even one non-working actuator cannot be tolerated in
the aperture because it will scatter light into the discovery region. Contrast is ultimately limited
by residual static wavefront errors [5], so GPI will requirewavefront control with an accuracy
of better than 1 nm rms within the low- to mid-spatial frequency range [4]. Space-based planet
detection architectures have similar requirements. The first step to demonstrating this is to flat-
ten the mirror itself — in the absence of aberrations — to the< 1 nm level. An extrasolar
planet imager will need to correct additional aberrations,but tests without abberation identify
performance limits for future more realistic tests and alsodemonstrate the internal calibration
requirements for the DM in an ExAO system. To adequately correct the changing atmosphere
the system must run at 2500 Hz [4]. Stroke requirements are reduced by the combination of
two DMs. A large-stroke deformable mirror will be used for large low-order wavefront correc-
tion (woofer) and a high-order device will be used for smaller mid- to high-order correction
(tweeter). A traditional deformable mirror to meet the highactuator count requirement would
be prohibitively large and expensive ($1000/channel).

Micro-Electrical-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) deformablemirrors, such as those manufac-
tured by Boston Micromachine Corporation (BMC) [6], are a promising solution to the DM
problem. MEMS are fabricated of polysilicon and utilize an array of independently addressable
electrostatic actuators. The device discussed here has an actuator spacing of 340µm making it
about 10 mm across. The device is specified by BMC to have 2µm of stroke, although with our
current operating parameters we have about 1µm. The top surface of the DM is a continuous
gold-coated mirror which can be deformed by the actuators underneath. Performance testing
and device characterization are ongoing at the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (LAO) at Uni-
versity of California, Santa Cruz. We have focused on the precision flattening requirement using
a 1024 actuator device (the largest device currently available) and the results are presented in
this paper.

MEMS deformable mirrors have been used successfully in other AO systems. In a vision
science system, Dobleet al. [7] compared the performance of a 144 segmented MEMS device
to a more traditional Xinetics DM. They found the MEMS DM to have comparable performance
except when the MEMS DM was limited by stroke. A 1024 segmented device was tested in
a horizontal path application at frame rates in excess of 800Hz with strehl ratios> 0.5 by
Bakeret al. [8]. Testbed work was also done with the segmented device using Kolmogorov
phase screens to introduce abberrations [9]. A major limitation of this earlier segmented MEMS
device was the number of inactive actuators.

A similar DM technology is membrane electrostatic deformable mirrors. Much development
work and testing has gone into these devices [10], includingsome on-sky tests [11]. Typically
these devices have fewer actuators and much broader, modal influence functions than their
MEMS counterparts. Membrane mirrors are more suited to curvature systems than high contrast
systems, which need to fit well-defined fourier modes.

A modular electroceramic deformable mirror developed by Xinetics and tested by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is another possibility for a large actuator count deformable mir-
ror. There are versions with 1024 and 4096 actuators. The 1024 version has been tested ex-
tensively in the High Contrast Imaging Testbed at JPL [12], where it is kept in a temperature
controlled vacuum chamber. JPL has achieved angstrom levelflatness within controllable spa-
tial frequencies and stability has been demonstrated to 0.01 angstrom [12]. The 500-nm stroke
and mm-pitch make it a challenging device for use in ground based astronomical systems.
Smaller optics are advantageous in high-contrast systems because of improved optical quality
compared to larger optics.

The ExAO testbed is uniquely suited to testing MEMS deformable mirrors in the high-
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contrast regime. We have already demonstrated an ability tooperate at contrast levels of 10−7

to 10−8 [13]. The extremely accurate optical metrology of the phaseshifting diffraction inter-
ferometer (PSDI) [14] allows absolute measurements of the MEMS DM. Using the PSDI as the
wavefront sensor we have flattened to< 1 nm rms over controllable spatial frequencies. The
technical challenges in achieving this result can be brokeninto three categories: measuring the
phase, controlling the MEMS, and the stability of the system. Errors in each of these tasks leads
to errors in flattening performance and are summarized in an error budget. Preliminary work
with the MEMS device, including some of the engineering challenges leading up to this result,
have been presented in prior works [15, 16, 17]. A complete inventory of these difficulties and
our mitigation techniques are included here.

2. Description of ExAO testbed

The testbed has two modes of operation: imaging mode and interferometry mode. In imag-
ing mode contrast can be measured directly, while in interferometer mode wavefront phase is
measured. (Wavefront mode is shown in Fig. 1). Contrast is directly related to wavefront error
(WFE) and wavefront measurements are used to simulate image data. The comparison provides
an internal consistency check for all measurements. The testbed was designed for operation in
the high-contrast regime thus it has low WFE without active correction, an enclosure to reduce
air turbulence and baffling to prevent scattered light. In initial experiments without active cor-
rection we demonstrated the total WFE of the testbed is 1.5 nm RMS with about 1 nm of that
falling within the range of controllable spatial frequencies of our MEMS DMs [13]. In imaging
mode the reference pinhole is replaced with a CCD camera and only the probe beam is used.
Further information about contrast measurements can be found in prior works [13, 16].

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of interferometry mode on the ExAO testbed. A physical aper-
ture can be placed in front of the MEMS but during closed loop operation asoftware aper-
ture is used.

In interferometry mode, the testbed becomes an extremely accurate optical metrology sys-
tem. The PSDI was developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for metrology of
aspheric optics for use at UV wavelengths [14]. (In its original layout the PSDI has an absolute
wavefront accuracy of 100 pm. In the experiment described here we estimate accuracy to be
better than 250 pm.) A probe (or measurement) wavefront is injected from the upper single-
mode fiber in Fig. 1. This passes through the system and is focused onto a pinhole embedded
in a super-polished flat mirror (the reference pinhole). Meanwhile, a coherent reference beam
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passes through the pinhole and interferes with the outgoingprobe wavefront. The interference
pattern is recorded at a CCD located in an arbitrary locationalong the optical axis. Using
standard phase-shifting interferometer techniques this produces a measurement of the fringe
pattern at this location, which can then be converted to a wavefront. This wavefront is numer-
ically propagated in two steps to the plane of interest usingthe ABCD matrix and a Huygens
Integral transformation implemented with FFTs [14].

Wavefront measurements are used to control the MEMS during closed loop operations. The
spatial resolution at the MEMS plane is limited by truncation effects due to an aperture at the
reference pinhole. The effective resolution in the MEMS plane is∼ 141 µm or 41% of an ac-
tuator. For closed loop operation, programs in the interactive data language (IDL) are used to
direct data acquisition (wavefront sensing with the PSDI),back propagation calculations and
commanding the MEMS device through the MEMS driver. Before closed loop operation, the
alignment and voltage response of the system must be calibrated. Alignment is done by activat-
ing four known actuators on the MEMS and noting their position in a wavefront measurement.
For voltage calibration the response of each actuator is measured and fit with a quadratic. These
calibration measurements are used to convert wavefront measurements into actuator by actuator
phase and then to the corresponding voltages. Closed loop operations can also be run with a
spatially filtered Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor [18].

3. MEMS deformable mirrors

We have tested a total of ten 1024-actuator deformable MEMS mirrors fabricated by Boston
Micromachines Corporation [6]. While a future exoplanet imager will require more actuators,
the 1024 device is the largest commercially available MEMS device. Characterization and per-
formance testing of these devices have provided feedback tothe design and specification of the
larger device. We have characterized voltage response, actuator uniformity and device stability
as these characteristics will affect closed loop performance.

MEMS DMs are fabricated using bulk processing techniques, meaning that many are pro-
duced at once. We have tested mirrors from several such fabricating runs. Surface microma-
chining processes are used to fabricate the mirrors and the structures on them are made of
polysilicon [6]. Each individually addressable actuator is composed of two electrodes which
when activated are attracted due to the voltage potential. The top electrode of each actuator is
held in place by a combination of springs which provide the restoring force. More complete
information about the BMC mirror can be found in Bifanoet al. [6]. MEMS DM technology
for ExAO applications are still under development but over these ten devices we have seen a
dramatic improvement in unpowered flatness and yield which will be crucial for the 4000 ac-
tuator device. The 1024 mirrors have 4 inactive actuators bydesign (they are wired to ground).
The actuators are spaced 340µm apart with a continuous face sheet as the top surface. Due
to residual manufacturing stress the top surfaces of these devices have curvature. Early devices
had> 200 nm rms unpowered WFE, but more recent devices have had as little as 50 nm rms
unpowered WFE.

In general defective actuators occur during the manufacturing process rather than failing dur-
ing operation. However, a combination of high humidity and high voltage can produce oxidation
in individual actuators which will eventually limit the performance of those actuators [19]. To
avoid humidity damage the device can be sealed under a glass window, or only operated in a
controlled laboratory environment. An unpowered device isnot damaged by high humidity (but
if condensation occurs the mirror must be dry before it is activated). Two of the devices tested,
including the device with the best closed loop performance,have windows. ‘Snap-down’ can
also damage actuators. This occurs when an actuator has too much displacement and the electri-
cal attraction compressing the actuator overcomes the mechanical force that allows the actuator
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Fig. 2. The 1024 actuator MEMS device made by Boston Micromachines Corporation,
shown on the testbed with a penny for scale.

to rebound. These actuators will be stuck in the maximum displacement position. Two early
devices were damaged by humidity at the LAO but no damage due to snap-down has occurred.

The MEMS is controlled with 13-bit D/A conversion and amplification using a system de-
veloped by Red Nun Electronics Company. The smallest voltage step allowed with these elec-
tronics is 0.025 volts for the current configuration. This corresponds to a phase step of 0.18 nm.
The driver boards for many-channel systems like this are also under development. It is critical
and tedious to ensure that the mapping through the driver electronics is accurate. Minor damage
to the boards can be difficult to detect and will negatively affect closed loop performance.

3.1. Voltage response

One limitation of MEMS DM technology is the device’s limitedstroke, especially compared
with macro-DM technology. In practice, we find that MEMS stroke depends on the position
of neighboring actuators as expected for their relatively broad influence functions, which have
approximately 26% crosstalk. Two actuators away the crosstalk reduces to 4%. A 3 by 3 array
of actuators will have more displacement at a given voltage than a single actuator at the same
voltage. In Fig. 3 this difference is indicated by the 3 dotted versus solid lines. In a typical
AO system the DM is operated at a bias to correct both positiveand negative wavefront errors.
The entire device is set at an intermediate voltage and actuators are moved by varying their
voltage about the bias. We typically operate at a bias of 110 volts, that voltage being midway
in our operational displacement. We set a maximum voltage limit to 160 volts to prevent snap-
down both in software and on the voltage power supply. An imbalance between the electrostatic
force of activating an actuator and the mechanical restoring force causes stroke at a bias to be
reduced. Figure 3 summarizes the results of testing the stroke of a particular MEMS device
for these situations. For this test 4 actuators were activated at several incremental voltages
and their displacement relative to the flat surface of the MEMS were measured with a Zygo
interferometer. The test was also done with a set of adjacentactuators moved in a 3 by 3 box.
Both tests were done with a bias voltage of 0, 110 and 160 volts. In Fig. 3 the resultant curves
have been re-centered so that 0 displacement is at 0 volts rather than at the bias voltage. In
typical operations these devices achieve about 1µm of stroke with our operational parameters,
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Fig. 3. Stroke of a device measured with 0, 110, and 160 volt bias for anindividual or group
of actuators. More stroke is achieved when actuators move together without a bias voltage.

similar to the measured response of the 3 by 3 array because actuators are not significantly
displaced from their neighbors during closed loop. The ‘snap-down’ effect is caused by too
much displacement, not too much voltage. There is potentialto increase the stroke of the device
by increasing operational voltage above the current 160 volt maximum, while within the range
of acceptable displacement. Because additional stroke wasnot required for our tests, increasing
maximum voltage was not investigated.

MEMS actuators have a non-linear response to voltage that varies on a individual device
and between devices. We calibrate the voltage response of every actuator on a device. In this
test one actuator in each 4 by 4 array of actuators on the device is tested at varying voltages
cyclically until all of the actuators are tested. There are 16 frames for each voltage level, with
64 actuators tested in each frame. A few actuators have a particularly irregular response which
can be an issue for closed loop high-contrast operation. These irregular actuators are discussed
in greater detail in the next section. In early tests the average voltage response of four actuators
was used to calibrate the entire device. Performance was improved, particularly for irregular
actuators, by calibrating individual responses.

3.2. Actuator uniformity

Operating in closed loop mitigates the effect of small variations in voltage response between
actuators. On the most recent device the variation in maximum displacement at 160 volts is
less than 5% (excluding the outer two rows and columns of actuators), which is well within
our ability to flatten. Irregular actuators, however, are unable to achieve the desired position,
regardless of number of iterations, producing an in-band fitting error that limits closed loop
performance. We have identified three categories of such actuators: no-response (or dead), low-
response and coupled. Typically we refer to the yield of a MEMS device as percentage of
working actuators. This number is particularly important in high-contrast applications as no-
response actuators scatter light into the region of interest. Actuator uniformity refers to the
variability of all ‘working’ actuators including low-response and coupled actuators.

Figure 4 is a representation of actuator yield and uniformity in three tested devices. No-
response actuators are marked in red, other irregular actuators in yellow and normal actuators
are white. The three figures exclude the outer 2 rows and columns which are outside the aper-
ture and difficult to characterize. The left device was received in Nov 2004. It had limited
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performance due to the number of irregular actuators and wasoperated over a smaller aperture
because of the number and placement of no-response actuators. The middle and right devices
were received in Feb and Oct of 2005. The two no-response actuators in the top middle of all
three devices are wired to ground and are excluded from the following statistics. The oldest de-
vice has 96.9 % normal actuators (33 irregular) while the most recent device has 99.5% normal
actuators (5 irregular). Only 94.1 % of actuators were normal (60 irregular) in tests of the seg-
mented device published by Baker et. al. in 2004 [9, 8]. This dramatic improvement in actuator
yield and uniformity has allowed improved performance and made MEMS deformable mirrors
a feasible technology for high-contrast applications.

Fig. 4. Irregular actuators are identified for the working region of threeMEMS devices.
Red indicates a no-response actuator, yellow a ‘working’ irregular actuator, and white is
a normal actuator. The Nov 2004 device had limited performance due to the number of
irregular actuators and was operated over a smaller aperture becauseof the number and
placement of no-response actuators. There has been a dramatic improvement in both yield
and uniformity in the Feb and Oct 2005 devices. The two no-response actuators in the top
middle of all three devices are wired to ground.

With fewer no-response actuators the effects of other irregular actuators have become more
apparent. Careful characterization of irregular actuators has lead to improved control and pro-
vided engineering feedback to the manufacturer. As mentioned above we have categorized ir-
regular actuators as low-response, or coupled. Low-response actuators can be actuators that
only move with their neighbors or actuators with reduced voltage response. The Feb 2005 de-
vice in Fig. 4 has a low-response actuator that only moves with its neighbors, right in the center.
After flattening, this actuator is offset from its neighborsby about 20 nm. In previous tests with
this device [16], more irregular actuators were apparent due to errors in the driver electronics,
but this electronics problem has since been corrected. Coupled actuators affect voltage calibra-
tion. For example in our best performing device (Oct 2005) there are two coupled actuators.
When a coupled actuator’s voltage response is tested individually there is no displacement after
the bias voltage, because the other actuator in the pair is set to the bias during the test. If cou-
pled actuators are tested simultaneously the voltage response is normal. (See Fig. 5.) A coupled
actuator will move to the lesser of the voltage applied to thepair.

3.3. Stability

Current closed loop tests use the PSDI as the wavefront sensor, which limits frame rate. As a
result, excellent stability for both the system and the MEMSis required. To test MEMS stability,
a flattened shape is applied to the MEMS device and successivewavefront measurements are
taken every 38 seconds (the minimum time to complete a PSDI measurement) for 60 iterations.
Short term stability is measured over 9 minute intervals within the long term stability test. The
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Fig. 5. Voltage response of two coupled actuators tested individually and together, with a
bias voltage of 110 volts.

shorter time scale is comparable to typical closed loop operation times. The variation of each
actuator in phase from its initial position is calculated with piston and tip/tilt removed. This
analysis was done over approximately half of the device. ThePSDI stability was measured
to be 0.08 nm rms phase by replacing the MEMS with a flat mirror.The average long term
stability of the MEMS was measured as 0.16 nm rms phase. On theshorter time scale the
system is more stable with an average RMS deviation of 0.13 nmrms phase for the MEMS and
0.07 nm rms phase for the flat mirror. Previous tests had indicated less stability [16] because
of errors produced by the MEMS drive electronics that have since been corrected. Figure 6 is a
curve of growth showing that most of the actuators are quite stable. Of the 500 tested 97% are
stable to better than 0.16 nm rms surface over 38 minutes.

Fig. 6. Curve of growth for stability data. Of the 500 actuators tested 97% stability of better
than 0.16 nm (standard deviation of surface over 60 measurements taken in 38 minutes).
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4. Closed loop performance

In these closed loop tests no additional aberrations were introduced into the system. The
primary source of error is the MEMS DM itself. Although a ground based extrasolar planet
imager will have to correct the atmosphere the more basic test here identifies the performance
limitations of future more realistic tests. A planet imagerwill also have a stringent internal cali-
bration requirement of<1 nm (in mid-spatial frequencies). These experiments demonstrate we
can meet that requirement. The metric we use for closed loop performance is wavefront error
within the range of spatial frequencies which the DM can correct. Higher spatial frequencies
will scatter to larger angles [5]. Using a numerical spatialfilter to avoid aliasing a dark hole
region over controllable spatial frequencies will be created in the far field image (or the power
spectrum of the wavefront) [20, 21](See Fig. 9). There are some higher order effects which
cause higher order aberrations to fold into the dark hole, but these are small especially in a case
with no additional aberration, making in-band wavefront error a good metric for a high-contrast
system.

The ExAO testbed was designed to minimize measurement and stability errors so that closed
loop operation would be primarily a test of MEMS performance. In previous closed loop tests

Fig. 7. Wavefronts taken before and after a closed loop test with a 9.2 mmaperture. The
initial wavefront has an RMS WFE of 148 nm, while the flattened wavefronthas 12.8 nm
total RMS wavefront error, which is mostly errors on the scale on an individual actuator.
Inside the controlled range of spatial frequencies the rms wavefront error is 0.54 nm. This
is seen more clearly in the lowpass filtered image (far right).

a 10-mm circular aperture was placed slightly in front of theMEMS device during flattening.
In the most recent tests the physical aperture was replaced with a software aperture of the same
size (9.2 mm in the MEMS plane) to reduce diffraction from theedge of the physical mask. A
ring two actuators wide around the outside of the aperture isslaved to the final ring of actuators
inside the aperture using a nearest neighbor average because a discontinuity between controlled
and uncontrolled actuators can produce a ringing ‘edge’ effect during closed loop. Typically the
closed loop is run for between 16-25 iterations, and most of the correction takes place within
the first five iterations. The test shown in Fig. 7 was run for 25iterations with the best flattening
occurring at iteration 20. Tip/Tilt is not actively controlled. After a device is partially flattened
tip/tilt is removed optically. After that, flattening is done with tip/tilt removed numerically. Be-
fore running closed loop the wavefront had 148.1 nm total rmsWFE, and after flattening the
wavefront had 12.8 nm total rms WFE and only 0.54 nm rms WFE inside the controlled range
of spatial frequencies. This level of performance of the system is quite repeatable. Out-of-band
error is dominated by print through, however this particular device has similar amounts of print
through and almost twice as much out-of-band WFE than the Feb.2004 device. Perhaps the
additional error is caused by the window. The wavefront improvement is noticeable in Fig. 7.
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The large structure of the errors in the initial wavefront have been corrected in the final wave-
front (middle image), revealing smaller structures on the scale of an individual actuator. Those
small-structure errors fall outside of the region of controllable errors. By filtering out those
high-spatial-frequency errors the limitations to closed loop performance can be better investi-
gated (far right image). The light and dark actuators slightly to the right and below center are the
coupled actuators discussed previously. They are about 3 nmabove and below their neighbors.
The effective aperture has a 9.2-mm diameter with approximately 27 actuators across yielding
a highest controllable spatial frequency of about 13.5 cycles per aperture and a corresponding
control radius in the point spread function of 13.5λ/D. The cutoff frequency is apparent in the

Fig. 8. Power spectrum generated from wavefronts taken before andafter flattening.The 27
actuators across the aperture yield a highest controllable spatial frequency of 13.5 cycles
per aperture. The bump at 27 cycles per aperture corresponds to physical structures on the
MEMS at the scale of the individual actuator spacing.

power spectrum (See Fig. 8) at the edge of the dark hole region. The 27 actuators corresponds
to an active aperture covering 84% of the MEMS device. We limit the aperture size to allow for
at least 2 rows of slaved actuators around the active aperture, preventing an edge discontinuity
which introduces error and to avoid the outer most row/column of the device which is not fully
covered by the face sheet and typically has less stroke. Aliasing is prevented with a numerical
spatial filtering of the PSDI measurement. A bump in the powerspectrum at 27 cycles per aper-
ture indicates the error introduced by print-through of physical structures on the MEMS device
at the scale of an individual actuator. The primary affect inthe far field of this error will be
to produce repeating images of the PSF starting at 27λ/D. In high contrast imaging where the
region of interest in inside the region of controllable spatial frequencies MEMS print through is
not a significant error source (See Fig. 9). The power spectrum was generated with a Blackman
window to reduce ringing, and has a slightly reduced total WFEunder the curve as a result.

5. Limitations to improved performance

Errors in correcting the wavefront can stem from imperfect wavefront measurements, instabili-
ties in the system and the inability of the DM to fit the desiredshape. We can summarize these
errors in an error budget (See Table 1). We have disregarded errors outside of the controllable
spatial frequencies of the MEMS device. Fortunately, thoseerrors will primarily scatter light
outside of the region of interest in corresponding far field measurements.

We refer to the largest error source as an edge effect. It is measured by comparing the rms
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Fig. 9. Far field image simulated from the wavefront measurement shown in Fig.7. Diffrac-
tion has been suppressed with a symmetric blackman apodization for illustrating the effect
of high spatial frequency errors like print-through on the image.

WFE over the full aperture and over a 75% aperture. In previousresults this error source was
> 1 nm due to diffraction from the physical aperture and the distance between the aperture
and the MEMS device. The physical aperture has been replacedwith a software aperture and
the edge effect has been reduced to 0.42 nm. Even with this reduction, edge effects remain the
largest error source. While diffraction and scattered lightfrom the physical aperture have been
removed, other sources remain and introduce error into the PSDI measurements. In particular it
is difficult to perfectly baffle light from the uncontrolled edges and wires of the MEMS device.
A device window contributes to imperfect baffling. A more advanced optical layout with a
well-defined pupil or another type of wavefront sensor couldreduce this problem.

The effect of irregular actuators on closed loop performance is clear from the lowpass filtered
image (far right of Fig. 7). Devices with more irregular actuators did not flatten as well as
this device. The effect of the coupled actuators on flattening was estimated by comparing the
rms WFE over 75% of the aperture to the error over the same aperture with the area around
the irregular actuators removed. This does not account for any errors caused by the irregular
actuators outside of their immediate vicinity. This technique for estimating error does not work
well for no-response actuators or many irregular actuatorswithin the aperture.

The remaining errors: voltage, stability and measurement are all system dependent. The volt-
age step size is determined by the number of bits in the electronics split over the voltage range,
currently 0 to 200 volts. This voltage step size is convertedto phase using a typical voltage re-
sponse in the vicinity of the bias voltage. The response overthe small region required to correct
most of the device is quite linear, but if more stroke on the device were required this error could
become larger. Voltage step size could be reduced with higher resolution drivers, or a change in
the voltage range. The stability of the device was discussedpreviously. Measurement error is
inherent to the PSDI system and is calculated by comparing two measurements taken consecu-
tively. Alignment errors of the input fiber of the PSDI measurement leg increase measurement
error.

The calculated wavefront error agrees well with the measured WFE indicating that these
errors are the limiting errors for improved performance.

6. Conclusion

Our testing has demonstrated that MEMS deformable mirrors can be controlled at the level of
precision needed for high-contrast AO systems. We have flattened a MEMS deformable mirror
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Table 1. Error budget for best flattening result over a 9.2 mm aperture within controllable
spatial frequencies. The experimental residual WFE is 0.54 nm rms within controllable
spatial frequencies and corresponds well to the error budget.

Error Source nm RMS
Edge Effects 0.42
Irregular Actuators 0.22
Voltage Step Size 0.18
Stability 0.12
Measurement Error 0.20
Total 0.56

to 0.54 nm rms over controllable spatial frequencies and identified the individual contributors
to wavefront error in an error budget. The largest contributor is edge effects caused by scattered
light interpreted as wavefront error by the PSDI. We have characterized the yield and actuator
uniformity contributing to better calibration and providing feedback for device improvements.
The most recent device has 99.5% normal actuators, which is adramatic improvement over the
early segmented device with 94.1% normal actuators[9]. In particular the most recent device has
no dead actuators within an aperture 27 actuators across, greatly improving the performance.
Overall the level of closed loop performance, without additional improvements, meets the pre-
cision and accuracy requirements for a high-contrast giant-planet imager and demonstrates the
feasibility of MEMS technology for such an instrument.
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